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Introduction

The gradual emergence of the ‘Widening Participation’ (WP) agenda in Higher Education (HE) in England (see Tight, 2012) has been intensified by the shift to tuition fees of £9,000 or more (Jones and Lau, 2010; OFFA, 2016a). Now, universities charging higher fees have an obligation to devote funds to facilitating the participation of students from a range of eleven groups identified by the Office for Fair Access (OFFA) (2016b), the independent regulator of fair access to HE in England, as being under-represented and disadvantaged. These include those with low incomes, those with disabilities and those from certain ethno-cultural groups. These criteria are often overlapping and intertwined, such that students who fulfil one
criterion, may often fulfil others, compounding disadvantage in unique ways (see Rainford, 2016; Thomas, 2001). This disparate set of criteria presents universities with a range of serious challenges in terms of developing targeted and appropriate strategies to appeal to particular students. For a discipline like Politics/International Relations (IR), with implicit concerns for the examination of concepts such as social justice, there is both prima facie reason and intellectual capacity for engagement in WP programmes (see broader discussion in Greenbank, 2006a). As a Politics/IR subject area at Lancaster University, we have found that our existing commitment to diversity has fed gradually into the WP agenda emerging in other pre-1992 institutions (Graham, 2013; Boliver, 2015). This, combined with a temporary fall in UCAS application numbers in 2014, led us to develop an integrated programme of outreach, WP and recruitment focused on a region – the North East of England (NE) – which is seriously disadvantaged in terms of access to HE (see Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, 2014: 19–20).

Conceptually, we understand outreach to denote endeavours of knowledge exchange that take academics, their knowledge and the products of their labour beyond academia and into non-academic communities; WP to denote the practice of broadening access to HE, and recruitment to denote the process of attracting students to study at particular institutions or particular courses. We chose the NE as the focus of our efforts by virtue of this article’s primary author’s background and connections there, as well as the relative deprivation of individuals within the region. In pursuing our integrated programme, which has contributed to reversing our under-recruitment into significant over-recruitment over the past two years, we have encountered a number of issues which academics participating in such activities may need to consider in order to make best use of their efforts.

In what follows, we outline points of tension within universities between ‘intrinsic’ and ‘instrumental’ approaches to WP, which create parameters for action and complication in present approaches, before advancing one approach to maximise the value of WP programmes for academics. We highlight the need of programmes to pursue regional foci and to integrate outreach, WP and recruitment agendas into a single programme. We then reflect on a number of important lessons from the programme’s development, highlighting potential complications which can derail plans. While the article draws on experience in England and is intended to be of most practical relevance to academics working within that HE context, the implications are relevant to the profession in most industrialised countries, since growing inequality and the rising cost of HE study mean that WP is an agenda which
will only expand. Given that practical application, we do not seek to trace the history of WP policy development. Comprehensive critical examinations of that history can be found in Brown (2012), Thomas (2001), Lewis (2002) and Greenbank (2006b and 2006c), which demonstrates a lack of consultation with those affected by WP policy and a tendency to make overarching assumptions about the uniformity of ‘disadvantage’ as a whole. We discuss our experience of the consequences of the development of policy on academics and make suggestions with regard to how policy may minimise some of the harms it presently inflicts. We accept, fundamentally, that the participants in such endeavours, particularly those in schools, face hostile conditions attendant to austerity that impose constraints on their ability to co-ordinate and co-operate efficiently. As such, any expression of concern over the predictability of schools below ought to be read sympathetically as a complicating factor to accommodate, rather than critically as a reason not to try. To begin, it is necessary to clarify the methods of the article.

A note on method

The research underpinning this work is grounded in a practical action method deployed within the department, in accordance with Denscombe’s account (2010: 6), to understand and ‘solve a practical problem’ and ‘produce guidelines for best practice’. The ‘best practice’ in this instance will necessarily differ from institution to institution, but the questions which departments ought to ask themselves are broadly similar. The answers to those questions will necessarily differ over time, and the answers we offer below as means of illustration will be evaluated annually as part of the ‘feedback loop in which initial findings generate possibilities for change which are then implemented and evaluated as a prelude to further investigation’ (Denscombe, 2010: 126). Although Denscombe (2010: 135) is surely correct to state that this necessarily inhibits impartiality, it is self-defeating to disrupt or misrepresent the findings. In keeping with Susman and Evered’s (1978 : 589) claim that action research is more of a strategy than a specific method, this article draws on a range of qualitative and quantitative means of acquiring data. Most importantly, the research was conducted by us, the authors of this article, as academic practitioners, on our own practice as we were engaged in it (Edwards and Talbot, 1994: 52; Maclean and Mohr, 1999: ix).

The article constitutes a case study, which Yin (1984: 23) has defined ‘as an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its
real-life context; when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are used’. While, in Stake’s (1995) terms, this is an intrinsic case study which seeks to understand a particular issue for its own sake, while practical action research is ‘worksite’ based (see Denscombe, 2010: 134) and while the relevance of the findings of that case study (see Mann, 2006: 78) are restricted to a particular context, there is good reason to believe that the constituent factors of that case can be found in a significant number of institutions and that the findings below can be used to inform responses to those factors. In this key respect, this is an illustrative case study which seeks to enable, among others, academics engaging in WP activities for the first time to understand some of the processes, points of tension and challenges within universities that are central to work in this area (see anecdotal value of case studies in Nath, 2005: 398–399). We use Lancaster University and our subject area, Politics/IR, approach as a means of illustrating the large number of possible approaches to maximise the value of WP programmes for academics. We regard the combination of practical action research and case study as offering some scope for critical action research, insofar as WP involves assisting in the transformation of people’s lives and, by virtue of that, institutions. There are also implications for government and institutional policy with regard to promoting a WP agenda. These are discussed in the penultimate section.

**Forms of funding, the ‘academic’/‘professional’ distinction and institutional pressures**

Actors within English universities have access to a range of funding sources for different WP activities. There are trans-institutional collaborations, such as the Higher Education Funding Council for England’s National Networks for Collaborative Outreach (NNCO). Other networks have developed from this, such as the Cumbria & Lancashire Network for Collaborative Outreach (2017), which is led by central university services, rather than academics, and provides information and teaching resources for WP activities within a specific region. There are also occasional external funds, such as that of the Research Councils UK (RCUK)-Schools Partnership (RCUK, 2016), which support specific, university-wide forms of collaboration led by academics. The most significant source, though, is that drawn from university OFFA ‘allocations’. Universities have to abide by the National Strategy for Access and Student Success (HEFCE and OFFA, 2014), but liaise individually with OFFA to develop approved allocations from revenue derived from higher fees for use in WP procedures (OFFA, 2016c). This leads to a range of approaches
within universities (McCaig, 2015). These funds are often distributed competitively through internal bidding processes. Perhaps the most readily available resources are those allocated to departments for subject-specific recruitment. Departments often liaise with central university services to demonstrate a commitment to ensuring that efforts are made within the remit of recruitment to recruit students from WP backgrounds. It is funding from this source which we will examine most closely on the basis that this will form the primary source of resources for academics engaging in WP.

Within at least some universities, particularly at the higher end of the university rankings, there are two broad, but not mutually exclusive, categories of actors engaging in WP work, though these may not clearly map on to traditional ‘academic’/‘non-academic’ binaries. Whitchurch (2012: 99) is clear that earlier distinctions between academic and non-academic identities are dissolving as people in HE institutions increasingly ‘work in multi-professional teams across a variety of constituencies’ aimed at both understanding and responding to phenomena. Within such teams or forms of collaboration, ‘professionals’ may conduct research, while ‘academics’ participate administratively. WP programmes clearly involve some level of cross-over. However, there are many ways in which the distinction between the institutional ‘core’ and the academic ‘periphery’ remains (Clark, 1998) in terms of the motivations and pressures behind engagement in WP work. Perhaps a more accurate and less rigid distinction is articulated in Whitchurch’s (2012) use of ‘professional’ and ‘academic’ participants.

‘Professional’ staff are those traditionally viewed as administrators or non-academic actors working on particular projects not focused primarily on research. ‘Academic’ staff are researchers who engage in WP as part of their administrative work. There are professional staff engaged primarily with WP and institutionally located centrally in students’ unions, recruitment offices or other sections devoted solely to outreach. Those at the heart of professional WP activity often lead non-subject-specific programmes, such as those associated with NNCO, drawing in academics to provide subject-specific guidance. These professional programmes are grounded in the intrinsic value of WP. Professional staff engage with WP students with relatively little instrumental regard for attracting students to specific courses (see McCaig, 2016). As such, long-term programmes of engagement, such as those involving Villiers Park Educational Trust (2016) (a UK charity aimed at promoting educational success among disadvantaged teenagers), have been developed with students at General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) level (13–16 years old) and younger, attempting to enhance general capabilities and challenge ‘anti-intellectual’ mindsets (see Baker, Brown and Fazey, 2006). These programmes are, potentially, of great value to society (see Miller and Smith, 2011; also critical account in Archer, 2007), especially at a time when social mobility is stunted. However, the nature of the
profession means that leading such programmes is often unattractive to ‘academic’ participants in WP programmes.

Outside of disciplines like Educational Studies, academics generally engage with the WP agenda instrumentally through the administrative remit of undergraduate recruitment and admissions (see Rainford, 2017; Hoare and Johnston, 2011). This can take the form of organising ad hoc schools visits, on campus workshops and residentialas as well as formal admissions processes. For academic departments, internal ‘neoliberal’ pressure to fill quotas and the financial incentive to increase student numbers are exacerbated in non-vocational subjects, such as Politics, which need increasingly to demonstrate the instrumental value of study (see Johnson, 2016; Mavelli, 2014). Academic-led programmes operate under the auspices of WP but are often grounded in subject-specific recruitment aimed at Advanced level (A level) students (16–18 year olds). There is evidence to suggest that, once committed to A levels, students have already bought into education as a means of professional and personal advancement (see discussion in Loveday, 2015). Given the need to demonstrate instrumental benefits in terms of subject-specific recruitment, academic programmes generally have less incentive to engage in intrinsic ‘hard WP’ work associated with younger, extremely disadvantaged cohorts, since the benefits of convincing young students to stay on for A levels are less immediately realised by particular departments. In effect, academic-led WP work at A level is often grounded in raising the performance of potential students to the level required for admission or in convincing high performing students to apply for a particular course at a particular university.

There is significant anecdotal evidence from colleagues at a range of distinct universities in Northern England that differences in intrinsic professional and instrumental academic engagement in WP programmes can lead to consternation for both parties. Some professionals regard an instrumental recruitment focus as perverting the nature of the endeavour. Conversely, some academics regard the non-instrumental approach with concern because it is felt that professionals fail to appreciate the pressure for subject-specific recruitment and the ways in which, for academics, administrative roles can detract from more career-enhancing research activities (see Sternberg, 2013). Conditions attached to funding, particularly funding associated with the OFFA allocation, mean that this conflict can be exacerbated by time-consuming evaluation and reporting requirements that are managed by ‘professionals’ or academics in different departments. The consequence is that academics can be dissuaded from participating in such projects, depriving WP students of the essential academic contribution needed to enhance their capacity to reach HE (see Brown, 2012: 104; Harris and Ridealgh, 2016). Non-participation is unfortunate and we ought to recognise that much can be gained from effective collaboration between academics and non-academics. How, then, should academics navigate this field?
Inefficiencies: separate foci and a lack of regional engagement

One important factor in academics’ favour is that schools, particularly those with high numbers of WP students, need to engage with academics, rather than professionals alone, to provide their students with the subject-specific knowledge needed to progress to good universities. This means that academics have the bargaining power to develop funded programmes which meet their interests in demonstrating the value of a subject area and the value of a university in a comprehensive, cumulative and cogent form.

However, through examining existing programmes at our present institution, through discussions with colleagues at other institutions and through engaging with schools themselves, it appears that, too often, forms of academic engagement with schools are inefficient. Ad hoc subject area talks or guest lectures lack context and do not lead on to further, more productive engagement. They are disconnected from professional talks on HE or finance that are needed to demonstrate the feasibility of study (see their importance highlighted in Dodgson and Bolam, 2002: 2). They often neither deploy active learning techniques nor mimic university teaching environments, meaning that key opportunities are missed to spark interest or to enable students from disadvantaged backgrounds to reconcile their identities with academic success in a welcoming university setting (see Wilkins and Burke, 2015; Walker, 2008). Institutionally, such programmes are often uncoordinated both within and between departments, leading to multiple, potentially overwhelming, points of contact between university and school. Most importantly, such programmes seldom integrate outreach, WP and recruitment foci, meaning that schools can be suspicious of the motivations and value of activities, and much time and effort is wasted on separate endeavours. An integrated programme enables departments to access internally awarded/allocated WP funding for activities which do genuinely help schools and students, but which also have a direct, tangible, instrumental benefit for departments in terms of recruitment, both in terms of WP students and non-WP students who can attend the same sessions where there is no significant additional cost to the latter’s participation.

The lack of integration is compounded by the failure to adopt to coherent regional strategies. As Brown (2012) has highlighted, WP has often been regarded as an attempt to draw students from the local, anti-intellectual, proletarian (or other) sphere into the cosmopolitan, intellectual, bourgeois, with universities focusing efforts on local areas in order to attract those unable culturally or financially to move away. Having already developed a local focus at Lancaster University, there emerged a university-level drive for nationwide programmes of WP and recruitment in order to increase scope and scale. Greenbank (2006b) and Thomas (2001) have shown that there are serious problems in assuming the uniformity of disadvantaged students and
creating monolithic WP programmes. In part because of this *intrinsic* concern for the importance of WP programmes to appeal to particular people, as a subject area, we argued that it is not feasible, efficient or effective to develop a nationwide approach. Because of neoliberal market pressure to recruit and the finite nature of resources, ‘academic’ subject area programmes also have a particularly pressing *instrumental* need to engage with the particular, local concerns of particular disadvantaged students in particular geographical areas (see Green and White, 2007: ix). *Instrumentally*, such programmes can only gain real traction where awareness of the attractiveness of a course of study reaches a critical threshold. For academics, *instrumental* programmes, engaging systematically through culturally attuned programmes with several schools in a single area or among a particular group disproportionately under-represented in HE, allows for cumulative benefit both through increased participation and engagement by teachers and increased awareness among students and parents, particularly where the programme is repeated annually and activities are publicised in the local press (which is easily arranged by press offices).

There are many different disadvantaged groups in different areas, meaning many different possible ‘academic’ programmes for the many different subject areas within universities. The important point is that programmes need to focus on the particular, rather than the general. To illustrate the considerations behind developing targeted regional foci, it is useful to outline the way in which we developed our programme for engagement in the North East of England (NE). We stress that this is merely an illustration and the answers we produced are not the answers for other subject areas or other departments at other universities. However, the considerations which led to our answers are, we argue, important for all academics seeking to develop programmes.

The first consideration was to identify a particular area with a substantial number of disadvantaged pupils with whom we could engage readily. For Politics/IR at Lancaster University, the NE seemed like a natural target, given its proximity and the relatively high number of WP students and schools (see Duke, Hassink, Powell and Puukka, 2006: 12–13). Although at present a low-recruiting area, in the first three decades of the University’s life, many students came from the region. However, engagement with alumni and A level teachers in the NE has suggested that a decline in regional engagement led to a diminution of awareness of the University, while two incidents of suicide during the last period of significant NE recruitment (the 1980s) left an erroneous impression of Lancaster University as a ‘new’ university with social problems. This view is at odds with Lancaster University’s age (now over 50 years old) and position in the top ten universities, as well as its receipt of awards for accommodation (Lancaster University, 2016a). Through engagement with teachers and pupils known to the principal author of this article, we concluded that Lancaster University’s location for NE students is
Intuitively appealing due to it being sufficiently far away (between 106 and 121 miles from Newcastle upon Tyne by car, depending on route) to generate in students a feeling of independence, while also being sufficiently close, both geographically, culturally and politically as part of the North (see Baker and Billinge, 2004; González, 2013) to engender some degree of comfort as a campus university near a small and easily accessible town. It is argued within our department, at least, that Lancaster University applicants in general are attracted to the comforts of a village-like campus life in a quiet area of the North. This enabled us to justify concentrating less on engagement with students used to living in the bustling metropolises of the South which had, previously, been regarded as a key, and previously inexplicably low-returning, market for our department on account of population size.

Again, we emphasise the importance of recognising that applicants, as distinct individuals, are attracted by different constituent features of specific universities (Veloutsou, Lewis and Paton, 2004; Price, Matzdorf, Smith and Agahi, 2003). While Zirkel (2002) defends the academic benefit that race- and gender-matched role models provide to young people in the first 24 months of their university studies, there is a further reason to consider the importance of a shared regional background in contributing to the identification of role models. Having a programme leader from a NE WP background enabled target students to identify with the institution and regard it as part of their locale. Such a role model can demonstrate the opportunities available for students with a WP background in accessing and engaging with university in a meaningful and beneficial way, and so benefit the students even before attending university. The contours of a university mean that entirely different regional, as well as ethno-cultural, gender and sexual foci can be advanced, but it is important for academics to consider such factors very seriously when developing programmes. What, though, should a programme look like?

**Integrating endeavours into a single programme**

Whatever a programme’s particular focus, it ought to: have context and relevance, so that students appreciate the political nature of the engagement and view the experience as part of their progress towards HE (Thomas et al., 2005: 152–154); achieve cumulative impact, so that each point of contact with students advances interest in the subject and capacity for successful application (Thomas et al., 2005: 168); introduce students to university-style teaching (Thomas et al., 2005: 164–5; Lowe and Cook, 2003: 75) and active learning experiences, such that they overcome misconceptions about HE (Hockings, Cooke and Bowl, 2007: 722 and 726-7) and reconcile their identity with university study (Read, Archer and Leathwood, 2003); and combine academic and professional elements, so that students are provided with the information needed to make an informed judgement about the
professional and financial implications of study (Dodgson and Bolam, 2002: 24).

In our case, we developed a programme which focuses on facilitating five or, in some cases, six points of contact with Advanced Subsidiary level (A1/S level) students (16–17 year olds) at several regional ‘hub’ schools, which host events attended by other schools, as well as on campus. The students engaged generally take Social Science subjects, but some do not. The programme assumes no prior knowledge of the subject. With this in mind, we invested in three sets of resources: i) professionally designed and produced PowerPoint slides for academic subject area talks, which were developed from focus groups on student experience before, during and after undergraduate study and an audit of existing subject talks and marketing material; ii) a ‘Radicalisation engagement’ ‘Research in a box’ set of PowerPoint online teaching resources co-designed with our students and partner schools, which use footage taken from role play events to enable teachers to run mini-modules as part of the ‘Prevent’ agenda (see Home Department, 2011) in A level classes; and iii) a ‘Rethinking disadvantage’ ‘Research in a box’ set of online resources for teachers to run mini-modules as part of their own WP activities.

Throughout the year, we have the following programme of engagement in schools:

In September, we contact schools to arrange visits and activities, identifying several ‘hubs’ capable of hosting events with visiting cohorts from neighbouring schools. We have found teachers appointed as Heads of Sixth Forms or Progression Tutors to be amenable to contact at this point. From October to January, we visit those schools which have expressed an interest in the programme, presenting introductory subject talks which outline the subject, introduce the programme and invite students to campus open and visit days which occur throughout the year. In November, we hold an Extended Project Qualification (EPQ) mentoring programme at a ‘hub’ school. This programme works in conjunction with a third year module, PPR389: Politics Employability and Engagement through Outreach (outlined in Johnson, 2016), in which our students provide mentoring to A level students from WP backgrounds on campus. This benefits both the mentors and the EPQ students, enhancing employability of the former and the HE prospects of the latter.

In the first quarter of the year, we then hold a number of day-long role play scenarios associated with the ‘Radicalisation engagement’ ‘Research in a box’ (Johnson, Mabon et al., 2016), in which students from several schools experience a university-style environment and act out the characters and roles of actors in political crises, such as those associated with ISIS. Role play scenarios facilitate dynamic forms of active learning (see Huerta, 2007), assist schools in meeting ‘Prevent’ requirements and provide students with
additional experiences for their CVs and personal statements (see Johnson, REAP and Mutton, 2016b). Local press coverage facilitated by the Press Office has publicised the University effectively (see, for example, Hexham Courant, 2015). We then ask professional recruitment officers to visit schools, particularly during HE fairs and parents evenings, to give talks on finance and application processes. These visits occur as students are beginning to think about applying to university as they approach their A1/S level exams. From April to July, we publicise our annual ‘New Political Minds’ three-day residential workshop (see Lancaster University, 2016c). This is run by the Richardson Institute, the UK’s oldest Peace and Conflict Research Centre, and is held in the final week of August as students prepare to return for their second year of A levels (A2). In this event, 50 AS level pupils (25 WP and 25 non-WP) work with Politics/IR staff and Richardson Institute Postgraduate Interns to produce a series of reports on the future of Britain as seen through the eyes of people as they gain the right to vote. The participation of current postgraduate students, of which 50% are always from WP backgrounds, as teaching interns fosters continuity in student culture and helps A level students to identify with the University and department. New Political Minds addresses a clear knowledge deficit on Politics/IR as a subject area. The event focuses on explaining the nature and breadth of the subject and discipline, in seminar and research settings illustrative of first year teaching, to students whose predicted grades meet entry requirements.

Although each event can stand on its own, the programme builds on the capacity instilled in each activity, such that, by the residential, students already have the capacity to think of themselves within a Politics/IR context and to consider Lancaster University a viable destination for study. As the programme focuses on A1/S level pupils (16/17 year olds), there is the full A2 level (17/18 year olds) year to gauge the impact of the programme and to support individual students through the application process. The ‘Rethinking disadvantage’ ‘Research in a box’ (Johnson, Mutton et al., 2016) complements this, demonstrating a broader, non-recruitment-based commitment to WP which enables schools themselves to run mini-modules produced by academics, but without further direct academic involvement.
Lessons: logistics, the importance of co-ordination

In developing and running the programme, a number of considerations have become apparent.

First, from an instrumental perspective, the monetary value of students means that even relatively small increases in recruitment justify time and money invested. Although the numbers of WP students eventually applying to study Politics/IR at Lancaster University as a direct consequence of participation in the pilot version of the programme in 2014–2015 were small (five students), they still led to a 450% return on the £10,000 invested – around the salary cost of an academic member of staff. Once the pedagogical materials and relationships with schools are developed, the amount of time and money needed to sustain the programme declines, enhancing further any returns.

Second, schools, particularly those with high numbers of WP students, are under serious, increasing pressure to ensure exam success (Mortimore and Whitty, 2000). Such schools can adopt a self-defeating strategy with regard to certain cohorts, denying students leave to attend events in the misplaced belief that contact time in classes better prepares them for exams and progress to HE (see Brown, 2012: 104). This problem of perception can only be addressed through long-term engagement in order to demonstrate value. As the programme has developed, regional networks of teachers have facilitated shared understandings of activities. This is furthered by the introduction of the ‘Research in a box’ resources, which enable teachers to visualise events, such as role plays, which they may never previously have facilitated, leading to a higher response rate among prospective partners at the point of first contact.

Third, some less well functioning schools are unable to organise events, but can participate in other ways. By establishing several reliable ‘hub’ schools, such as Fuse Media Centre at Prudhoe Community High School, we have enabled less well functioning schools to participate without the burden of having to organise events on their premises.

Fourth, recognising the particular cultural context, practical conditions and important relationships within a target region enhances efficiency and effectiveness (Goddard and Chatterton, 1999: 696–697; Glasson, 2003). This requires specialist knowledge which can take time to amass and can sometimes only ever make sense to an insider (Geertz, 2000: 5). As the WP agenda and the need for subject-specific recruitment advances, the number of departments engaging in this sort of activity increases exponentially. Indeed, we were informed by one teacher that their school has been contacted separately by three departments in the same faculty at one university without any sign of co-ordination at all. A lot of this contact can be simplified by universities employing regional specialists capable of co-ordinating
programmes across departments. This is emphasised by Vignoles and Murray (2016), who uphold the importance of co-ordination between departments, both internally within an institution and externally across institutions, but offer no empirical evidence that such co-ordination is taking place. This lack of empirical data regarding departmental co-ordination could be a result of the individualistic attitudes within university departments with regard to achieving targets (Pugh, Coates and Adnett, 2005). Such attitudes reduce the likelihood of institutional cohesion toward activities such as WP and recruitment. Therefore, this position need not be, and would benefit from not being, ‘academic’. Indeed, there are generally ‘professionals’ with regional remits in recruitment offices, though, even there, the importance of local knowledge is often overlooked. However, a change in attitude would provide scope for academics to hold such roles within the UK Faculty system, co-ordinating subject-specific programmes within, for example, the Social Sciences, enabling local knowledge to be combined with general academic knowledge of the disciplines to facilitate effective contact between academics and schools.

Fifth, and perhaps most importantly, the different funding sources, combined with academic/professional differences in approaches, can lead to serious issues regarding the allocation of funds. Internal, university-wide bidding processes for Outreach/WP funding, such as that associated with the OFFA allocation, are generally presented as competitive across institutions. In contrast, Faculty funding is often presented as grounded in need, with funds allocated to Departments that face particular recruitment challenges. That makes sense, given that WP is seen to be a challenge for individual universities as collective bodies. However, experience shared with colleagues across a range of universities indicates that instrumental, recruitment, needs-based considerations enter into processes presented as merit-based, with funds awarded to projects that promote recruitment within departments that are struggling to recruit. That poses a serious challenge for academics insofar as individuals may be devoting thought, effort and time to proposals that will be assessed according to criteria beyond their control. In general, greater clarity is required if individuals are to invest in bidding processes, even if the outcome is simply that proposals are advanced on the grounds of need and being able to demonstrate, through strong, established relationships with schools, means of satisfying that need. The problem for professionals is different. Given that the OFFA allocation is determined through agreement between OFFA and individual institutions, that professional positions are more likely to be located centrally in university services, and that professional positions are more likely to be held on fixed-term contracts, professionals have a practical, as well as intrinsic, interest in sustaining programmes that are run centrally, that are not subject-specific, that engage with a large number of WP students and that engage with academics on an ad hoc basis. The
contrasting pressures faced by academics and professionals lead to potential points of conflict that cannot be resolved under the present neoliberal climate. For example, consider the implications of OFFA Funding being increasingly committed to employing WP professionals on ongoing contracts. This reduces the precariousness of their situation but, with no subject specialisation, means that academics have fewer avenues for leading such projects at a time in which there is greater pressure than ever for departments to recruit. While collaboration can, potentially, be of great benefit, it is clear that the structuring of arrangements and the distinct pressures create the basis for non-co-operation. This is important since the very existence of pressures that justify WP professionals, including the £9,000+ fees are threatened by a prospective shift in Government. What happens, to such professionals, if the very raison d’être of their roles is removed?

Sixth, quite aside from academic/professional distinctions in the aims of WP activity, the way in which the scale of WP engagement is evaluated by non-subject specific bodies can be arbitrary. Often, it is students themselves who are asked to identify their WP status. For example, in one evaluation programme, students were presented with only some of the many WP criteria by which to categorise themselves as WP, such as whether they were disabled or a care leaver. Given the intermingling of categories and given the importance of understanding the challenges of particular groups, it is essential that disadvantage is identified effectively. In the NE, for example, it is possible that more reliable and relevant indicators of whether or not a student faces obstacles to participation are whether the student’s household income falls below £42,600, because the increased tuition fees and cost of living mean that parents struggle financially to support children during study, and whether the student would be first in their family to reach HE, since HE represents a huge step culturally into the unknown (Read, Archer and Leathwood, 2003).

The consequence of the evaluation form design was that some events in which it was likely, based on discussions with teachers that around 90% of students fulfilled at least one OFFA criteria returned WP rates of 20%. Moreover, as students were asked to complete the forms themselves, there was a high level of spoiled responses, particularly from cohorts with high numbers of WP students from seriously disadvantaged backgrounds. The reasons for such forms of (self-)sabotage are enduring and include alienation and a desire to subvert power relations (see discussion in different contexts in McWhorter, 2000 and Bodkin-Andrews, Denson, and Bansel, 2013). In this instance, placing faith in evaluation methods which paid too little attention to local conditions were significant insofar as they created the potential for the programme to be regarded, erroneously, as engaging with too few WP students. It is essential, therefore, that academics engage closely with professionals to ensure that evaluation of programmes is accurate, since the outcomes of the evaluation can inform subsequent funding decisions.
The final consideration is a political one. All of the problems discussed in this article stem from inequalities produced or exaggerated by neoliberal socio-economic policy. As we stated in the introduction, forms of disadvantage are intermingled, compounding the obstacles individuals face in accessing forms of education which might facilitate mitigation of inequalities upon entry into the workplace. Attempts to widen participation are thoroughly hampered by the expansion of neoliberal market competition between and within universities. Subject areas are pitted against one another in the struggle to attract students, while academics are set against professionals as they seek strategies to maximise the potential for securing their positions. This article should, we hope, increase understanding of at least some of these pressures and the strategies which stem from them. However, awareness between academics and professionals of each other’s pressures will not and cannot lead to the sort of harmony that would allow for more comprehensive, academically informed, programmes targeting ‘hard WP’ at earlier ages unless recruitment pressures are removed. These pressures stem, at least in part, from the periodic increase in tuition fees and the removal of student number caps in 2015–2016 (see Bolton, 2014), which allow ‘leading’ subject areas at ‘leading’ institutions to recruit heavily, placing increasing downward pressure on other subject areas and other institutions (see Fazackerley, 2017). At present, the zero-sum competition over ever increasing rewards means that academics, in particular, will have in terms of self-preservation to act ever more instrumentally. Moreover, there is the potential for the failure of departments to recruit to lead to institutional pressure which may lead professionals to start to see WP instrumentally through the lens of recruitment, leading to an exponential diminution of intrinsic strategies. As such, the sort of issues identified by this article can only be addressed, fundamentally, by Government removing market pressures and (re-)affirming the intrinsic value of learning. That seems a remote possibility at present.

Conclusion

We recognise that the specific approach outlined above seeks to engage centrally with people from a particular area and with a set of related backgrounds. This ought not to suggest that, as a department, we value these people more highly than those from other backgrounds or that we have an ethnocentric interest in the group. Rather, it reflects our belief that academics, given their various working constraints, need to focus their efforts carefully, engaging with those groups that can be reached most effectively. The nature of those groups will naturally differ from institution to institution. Unfortunately, the nature of the WP agenda, the distinction between academic and professional approaches and the conflict between merit- and need-based funding means that academic-led subject-specific programmes will always face forms of disruption and upheaval. However, by integrating agendas and adopting cumulative, regional approaches, time and effort can be saved and students attracted in numbers significant enough to warrant the initial
investment. Creating programmes along the lines identified above can ensure that academic involvement in WP upholds research and recruitment interests and provides meaningful opportunities for WP students. Each programme ought to look different to reflect differences of institution and discipline, and it is essential that local knowledge is deployed to ensure that whatever approach is adopted makes sense to target groups. While this article has focused on the instrumental basis for developing WP programmes, it is important to note that attracting WP students to Politics/IR can radically enhance life chances as the principal author of this article, a former NE WP student, can testify.
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